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Nonautonomous parabolic equations of the form u, — AM = f(u, t) on a symmetric domain
are considered. Using the moving-hyperplane method, it is proved that any bounded non-
negative solution symmetrises as t-* oo. This is then used to show that for nonlinearities
periodic in t, any non-negative bounded solution approaches a periodic solution.
1. Introduction
In this paper we give an extension of the famous Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg result, on the
symmetry of positive solutions of semilinear elliptic Dirichlet problems with sym-
metry [11], to nonautonomous parabolic equations. We consider the reaction-
diffusion equation
dtu - Au = f(u, t) infix(0, oo), "I
u = 0 on 80.x (0, oo).J
We assume QcRN(N^.2) is a smooth bounded domain (suitably) symmetric with
respect to the hyperplane xt = 0, and that / satisfies suitable regularity conditions.
Note that no further hypothesis on / as a function of t, nor on /(0, t), is imposed.
Let u:Cl x [0, oo)->IR be a uniformly bounded non-negative (global) solution of (*),
with u(-, 0) = u0. Though equation (*) is neither autonomous nor periodic in general,
let us use the terminology "co-limit-set" for the set
<y(uo):= {z 6 Cj(fl): 3 tk /" oo such that u(-, tk)->z in Cj(Q) as k-+ oo}.
By standard regularity theory, cu(u0) is a nonempty compact subset of £ ~ C Q ( Q ) ,
and it consists here, of course, of non-negative functions. Our main result,
Theorem 2.1, says that each element z e c5(u0) is symmetric with respect to xt = 0,
and that either z = 0 on Cl, or z(x) > 0 for all x e Q and {dz/dx^x) < 0 for x e Q with
x t >0 . The key tool in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is still the method of "moving
hyperplanes"; we show that, roughly speaking, symmetry of u(-, t) "improves" as
t-+oo.
tPeter Hess died in 1992.
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In the autonomous case, co(uo) = {u0} for any equilibrium solution u0, and we get
a slightly strengthened version of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg's main results [11].
(Indeed, we do not have to assume that u is positive in £1, at the cost of some
additional condition on the normal to 8Q). If we restrict Q. to be a ball, we thus also
get the main result of Castro and Shivaji [5] which states that nontrivial non-
negative solutions are positive in Q. Observe that this assertion is not true in space
dimension one, as the example — uxx = u — 1 in x e (— 3n, 3n), having solution u(x) =
cos x + 1, shows. As a corollary (Corollary 2.9) of our main result, we obtain that
any T-periodic non-negative solution of (*) is symmetric in x, for all t (indeed, «(-, t)
always lies in the co-limit-set). We thus get another proof of a recent result of [10].
The same assertion holds for an almost periodic non-negative solution u of (*)
(Corollary 2.10). This was pointed out to us by K. Schmitt.
We then use our main result to prove in Theorem 3.1 convergence of all bounded
non-negative solutions of the T-periodic problem (*) to T-periodic solutions of (*).
More precisely, we assume here that Cl — B(0) is the unit ball in IR ,^ that / i s smooth
in (u, t), and that the T-periodic non-negative solutions of (*) are isolated (as fixed
points of the associated Poincare map S). Any real-analytic, periodic function / =
f(u,t) satisfying/(0,-)^0, but ^0, meets this assumption. We refer to Section 4,
also, for another sufficient condition; there also the case /(0, •) = 0 will be treated,
in which the fixed points need no longer be isolated.
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we consider the co-limit set
co(u0)—{ze Cj(Q):3 nk^oo such that Sn"(u0)^z in Cj(Q) as fe->oo}
of an initial condition u0 which gives rise to a non-negative bounded solution of (*).
We show that co(u0) consists of a single element. This is done by studying the
dynamics of (*) on to(uo). A key observation is that, by Theorem 2.1, co(uo) consists
of rotationally symmetric functions; thus the motion on (o(u0) is described by an
equation in one space dimension. Applying powerful one-dimensional tools, namely
the properties of the zero number of the difference of solutions, we eventually obtain
that co(uo) contains a stable fixed point (relative to co(u0)). From this the conver-
gence follows.
Theorem 3.1 is an extension of results in one space dimension [4,7] to dimension
JV ^ 2. For higher dimensions, only generic convergence to linearly or neutrally stable
subharmonic solutions (of some period nT, n ^  1) is known in general [17,18]. For
certain restricted classes of problems, generic convergence to T-periodic solutions is
proved in [15] by a perturbation argument. Convergence of all bounded solutions
to T-periodic solutions does not hold in general; indeed Takac [21,22] and Dancer
and Hess [9] gave examples of semilinear T-periodic problems admitting linearly
stable subharmonic solutions. It is known to be true, however, for some specific
equations including the periodic logistic diffusion equation and equation of Fisher's
type [13,14,16].
2. Asymptotic symmetry in nonautonomous problems
We consider the nonautonomous semilinear boundary value problem
8tu — AM = f(u, t) in Q x (0, oo), (*)
u = 0 on3Qx(0,oo).,'
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Here Q is a bounded domain in RN(N ^ 2) with boundary dto of class C2+a(0 < a ^ 1).
Let / — s u p f x ^ x e f i } , and set £V= {x e f i ^ > A}. Further, let 0>x denote the
reflection on the hyperplane Hx— {x e RN: x1 = X). We assume:
(DO) Q is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane Ho;
(Dl) ^A(QA) <= Q for all A e (0, ^);
(D2) for all xe dQ with xx > 0, the exterior normal vector v(x) has component
Vi>0.
Our hypotheses on the nonlinearity / : IFS x R -> W are:
(F0) for each M > 0 and T ^  0, f(u, t) is Holder-continuous of exponent (a, (a/2))
in the region \_—M,M~\ x [T, T + 1], with Holder-norm bounded by a con-
stant independent of x;
(Fl) for each M > 0, f(u, t) is uniformly Lipschitz-continuous in u in the region
[-M,M~\ x [ 0 , oo).
Let u e C2ll(Q + [0, oo)) be an L°°-bounded non-negative solution of (*). Then u is
globally denned, and the positive semiorbit y+(u0)—{u(-, t) : t2:0} with uo—u(-,0)
is relatively compact in the space £~Cj(f i ) . The cu-limit-set d>(u0) is nonempty and
compact in E. Let 5X >= d/dx1.
THEOREM 2.1. Each z e a>(u0) is symmetric with respect to Ho, and either z = 0 on Q,
or z(x)>Ofor all xeQ and d±z(x)<Ofor xeQ. with xt >0.
Proof. This is accomplished in a sequence of steps. The outline is as follows. Given
a non-negative solution u(x, t), we define a number X*(t), the limit for the process
of moving hyperplanes, which, roughly speaking, measures the symmetry of u(-, t)
in the direction x t and equals zero if and only if u(-, t) has the "full" symmetry. After
a preparation (Step (i)), where we show that X*(t) < ( for small t > 0, we prove that
X*{t) is decreasing, strictly unless X*{t) = 0. As a variant of the invariance principle
we then obtain that all limit points of u must be symmetric. •
We now give the details.
Step (i). Let e > 0 be given. Without loss of generality we may assume that u ^  0
on Q x [0, s) (otherwise u(-,t) = 0 for all t, and the conclusion of Theorem 2.1
is trivial).
CLAIM 2.2. There exists a nontrivial closed interval I <z (0, e) such that for each te I
and all \<t sufficiently close to t (not depending on t), it is:
0>xx, t) > u(x, t) for all x e Qx,
dxu{x, t)<0 for all xeHxnQ.
Proof. Let / <= (0, s) be a nontrivial closed interval such that / (0 , t) = 0 for all t e I,
or / (0 , t) > 0 for all t e I, or / (0 , t)<0 for all t e I. Let x e dQ with xt = <?. We show
that for each tel, either 8lu(x,t)<0, or diu(x,t) = 0 and d\u(x, t )>0. This then
implies, by a compactness argument, that d ^ x , t) < 0 for all t e / and x e Q suffic-
iently near x. The claim now follows easily.
Consider first the case / (0 , •) = 0 on /. Then u satisfies the linear equation
dtu — Au = a(x, t)u in Q x I,
where a:a(x, t) = jjduf(su(x, t), t)ds is bounded on Q x /. For tel, u attains its
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minimum value 0 at (x, t). Since u is nontrivial, the parabolic maximum principle
implies that dxu{x, t) < 0.
In case /(0, •) > 0 on /, assume to the contrary that there exists toe I such that
both d1u(x,t0) = 0 and d\u{x, to) = 0. Since u(-,to) vanishes on dQ, it follows that
Au(x, to) = 0. Hence, by the equation (*), dtu(x,to)=f(0,to)>0, which implies
that u(x, t) ^ 0 for t # t0, t close to t0, a contradiction to the boundary conditions.
The case /(0, •) < 0 on / is treated similarly.
Step (ii). Let / be as above, let t e I, and take t S: t. We define
l*(t)==inf {X >O:u(0>xx, t)^ u(x, t) and dxu{x, t) ^ 0 for all x e Q with xx ^X}.
CLAIM 2.3. X*(t) is decreasing in t, strictly unless X*(t) = 0.
Proof. Let t>t be arbitrary. By Step (i) we know that A*(t)<*f. Take any
X e [X*(t), {). We know in particular that
(u(0>xx, t) ^  u(x, t) for all x e f l j ,
) ^ 0 f o r a l l x e H A n a
Consider the function wx: wx(x, t) = u(^xx, t) — u(x, t). Since u{SPxx, t) is also a solu-
tion of (*) (disregarding boundary conditions) for x e OA, we see that vvA satisfies a
linear equation
in Qr=£lx x [f, f] , with
c(jc,t)= 5J"(M(X, t) + swx(x, t), t) ds
Jo
and wx ^ 0 on the parabolic boundary (QA x {t})\j(dQx x [t, f]) of Qx. By the maxi-
mum principle, wx^.O in gA. In particular, wx(-, f ) ^ 0 in flA and (since wA = 0 on
H^nQ) 3j wA(x, f) ^ 0 for x e HAnQ. By the definition of wA, the latter implies that
diU(x, 0 ^ 0 for x e tfAnQ. It follows that X*{i) ^  A, and then X*{i) ^ l*(t).
The same argument applies to general t < t and proves that X*(t) is nonincreasing
in t.
Now assume X*(t)>0. To show that X*(t) is strictly decreasing, we apply the
above argument with X — X*(t) using the full force of the maximum principle.
Indeed, either
(a) wA(-, t)» 0 for t < t ^ i
(which means that wA(x, t) > 0 for all x e QA, and at x e 3fiA either wA(x, t) > 0 or
wA(x, t) = 0 with negative exterior normal derivative where the normal to dQx is
denned), or
(b) wx = 0 in Qk.
In view of the assumption A*(t)>0, the claim now follows from the next two
lemmas. •
LEMMA 2.4. In case (a), X*{t) <X = X*(t).
Proof. For all xeHxn0, and te(t,t], d1wx(x,t)>0 and thus 81u(x,t)<0. Let
/ c (t, f) be a nontrivial closed interval as in Step (i). By the same argument, in any
point x e H x n 8 Q , with exterior normal v to Q (having Xi-component v t >0) and
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for any te I we have either
dvu(x, t) < 0 (whence dtu(x, t)<0 since all tangential derivatives vanish),
or
dvu(x, t) = 0 and d?u(x, t) > 0 (whence dju(x, t) = 0 and 3?u(x, t) > 0).
We infer that d^x, t) < 0 for all x e ft with xx<X close to A (depending on t e /) .
Thus X can be properly decreased for each te I, such as to still satisfy the inequalities
in (2.1). We thus obtain
X*(i)^X*(t)<X = X*(t). •
LEMMA 2.5. In case (b), X*(t) = 0.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that X = X*(t)>0. Hence u(-,t)^0 in Q. Since
wA = 0, we have
,t) = u(x,t) forall(x,t)eQA. (2.2)
Let xe Hxn8Q. In this point
dtu{x,t)-Au(x,t) = f(0,t) for te[t,f]. (2.3)
By (2.2), it follows that dxu(x, t) = 0, first in xeHxnQ and then by passage to the
limit x ^ x i n x Since vt > 0 and all the tangential derivatives of u at x vanish, we
get
grad u(x, t) = 0, for all t e [t, t]. (2.4)
Moreover, again by (2.2) and the knowledge on dxu, we have d\u(x, t ) ^0 , which
implies that dlu(x, t) ^  0 for all t e [f, f\. Since u is non-negative and satisfies Dirichlet
boundary conditions, by (2.4) the only possibility is that d*u(x, t) = 0. Hence
Aw(x, t) = 0 for all t e [t, t]. Also dtu{x, t) = 0 for all t. Thus, by the equation (2.3),
/(0, t) = 0 for all t e [ t , t]. Now the maximum principle asserts that dvu(x, t)<0
(since u(-, t) is nontrivial), contradicting (2.4). It follows that X = X*(t) = 0. •
Step (Hi). Since X*(t) is monotone decreasing, there exists
loo==limA*(t).
r->°o
Of course, O^X^KS.
CLAIM 2.6. If ze a>(u0), then
0>, x)>z(x) for all xeQ. with x^Xx. (2.5)
/ . Let t/j-^oo be such that u(-,tk)^z in E, and let A> A^ be arbitrary. Then
X > X*(tk) for k 5: fcA, and hence
Passage to the limit k->oo yields the result with Xx replaced by X. Since this holds
for all X > Aoo, the claim follows by continuity. •
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Step (iv). Let z e w(u0).
CLAIM 2.7. z is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane Ho.
Proof. We assume z ^  0. Let tk-*co:u(-, tk)->z in E. Thus u(-, tk) ^  0 for large k.
We set
uk(x,t):=u(x>t + tk-l) (O^t^l)
and
fk(u,t)'=f{u,t + tk-l).
Then
\dtuk - Auk=fk(uk, t) in f ix [0,1],
on dQ x [0,1].
Let M:=sup{||«(-, t)\\L«>:t}z0}. We remark that the sequence (fk)keH is relatively
compact in Cf'm{\_-M, M] x [0,1]) for 0 < 0 < a by (FO). Thus (for a subsequence)
fk-*f in C^/2([ — M, M] x [0,1]), and / is Lipschitz continuous in u in
[—M, M ] x [0,1] by (Fl). By standard a priori estimates, the sequence (uk)keH is
relatively compact in C1 + w i + / i ) / 2(n x [0,1]), and hence (for a further subsequence)
uk -* u, where u is a classical solution of
fdtu — Au=/(u, t) in Q x [0,1],
on dQ x [0,1].
We note that u(-, t) e db(u0) for each t e [0,1]; in particular «(-, 1) = z.
For l ^ O w e also define wKk.
> 0 - "t(^ 0-
Then wXtk-+wx in C1+^'(1+W2(QA x [0,1]), where wx(x, t) = u{0>kx, t)-u(x, t). For
ke[X*{tk-\)J), we have
m eA==nA x [o, i ] .
0
By passage to the limit k-+ co, we obtain
clwA
1 D 2 A - (2-7)
(2.7) holds for all X > Xx, and by passage to the limit X{ Xx also for X = Xx, with a
bounded cAoo.
Now assume Xx > 0. By the maximum principle, applied to (2.7) with X = Xx, we
have either
(a) wAoo(-,t)»0for 0 < t ^ l ,
or
(b) w ^ = 0 ine A o o .
In case (a), it follows that wAoo k(-, t)» 0 for large k (in the sense described in case (a)
of Step (ii)). As in Lemma 2.4, we see that X*(tk) < Xx, contradicting the monotonicity
of X*(t) and the definition of X^. In the case (b), we get a contradiction to X^ > 0
as in Lemma 2.5.
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Hence Xx = 0, and (2.5) holds (with Xx = 0). Using also the symmetric argument
starting at X = — <f, we infer that z is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane Ho. •
Step (v). Assume that z e w(u0) does not vanish identically.
CLAIM 2.8. z(x) > Ofor all xe f i , and dtz(x) < 0 for x e Q. with x t > 0.
Proof. Assume there is x e Q, with xx > 0 such that d1z(x) ^ 0 (this is true in particular
if z(x) = 0). Set X = x l s and apply the arguments of Step (iv). In case wA(-, f )» 0 for
0 < t ^  1 (i..e case (a)), we get dx wx(x, 1) > 0 by the maximum principle, and hence
(since z = u(-, 1)) 31z(x)<0, a contradiction. In case wA = 0, as in Lemma 2.5 we
obtain/(0, r) = 0 for all t e [0 ,1] , and the maximum principle applied to (2.6) implies
that u(x, t)>0 for all x e Q , 0 < t ^  1, since z = u(-, 1 ) ^ 0 . Looking e.g. at a point
x e dfi with xt = <f, we then conclude that wx(x, i) > 0 for 0 < t ^  1, contradicting the
assumption that wx = 0.
Hence d1z(x) < 0 for all x e Q with xy > 0, which implies that z(x) > 0 in Q. D
In these five steps we have proved Theorem 2.1 completely. •
We get the immediate corollaries:
COROLLARY 2.9. Let ue C2>1(Q x K) be a non-negative T-periodic solution of (*) for
some T > 0 . Then, for each t, u(-,t) is symmetric with respect to Ho, and either
u(-, t) = 0 in Q, or u(x, t)>0for any xeil and d^uix, t) <0for xeQ with x1 >0.
This is a slight extension of the main result of [10], proved there by quite different
arguments and with fewer regularity assumptions on dQ. and u.
COROLLARY 2.10. Let u e C2il(Q x R) be a non-negative solution of{*) almost periodic
in t uniformly for xeCl. Then the assertions of Corollary 2.9 hold.
Proof. Let tn->co be an arbitrary sequence. By almost-periodicity, there exists a
subsequence (tKk) such that u(-, t + tnk)~*v(-, t), uniformly on Cl x M.. Obviously, for
each t, v(\ t) is an element of a>{u0), hence v is symmetric in x t by Theorem 2.1. Now
v lies in the hull of u, which implies also that u is an element of the hull of v. But
symmetry (in xt) of v implies symmetry of the elements in the hull of v. •
We thank K. Schmitt who kindly pointed out Corollary 2.10 (inclusive proof) to us.
3. Convergence in periodic problems
We consider again problem
dtu-Au=f(u,t) in Ox (a
(0, oo )J (*)u = 0 onSf ix (0 , ~ '
assuming that Q = B(0) is the open unit ball in RN, and that
(F2) / is of class C°° in (u, t) and T-periodic in t.
Let S:E = Co(Cl) => dom (S)-»E:«(-, 0)H->M(-, T) be the Poincare operator associated
with (*). Of course q e dom (S) is a fixed point of S if and only if q is the initial value
of a T-periodic solution of (*). We moreover assume in this section that
(P) the fixed points of S giving rise to non-negative periodic solutions of (*) are
isolated in E.
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Sufficient conditions implying (P) will be given in Section 4 (Propositions 4.2-4.3);
there we consider also a case where (P) need not hold.
THEOREM 3.1. Let Qbe a ball, let (F2) and (P) be satisfied, and let ube a non-negative,
uniformly bounded C2<l-solution of(*). Then u(-,t) converges, as t->co,to a T-periodic
solution w(-,t) of{*) in E.
By Theorem 2.1, the limit solution w is rotationally symmetric in x e Q.
Let Erot-.= {z e E:z is rotationally symmetric}. We shall identify ETOt with the
subspace of Cx([0, 1]) of functions z(r) (r = ||x||) satisfying the boundary conditions
zr(0) = z(l) = 0. By the S^-symmetry of the equation, the restriction Srot of the
Poincare operator S to the domain £rot maps into ETot and is the Poincare map of
the reduced problem
J V - 1
dtu — urr — ur = f(u, t) in (0,1) x (0, oo),
V rot/
u,(0,t) = u(
Let a>(uo)~{zeE:3nk->co such that S"k(u0)->z in E as k-*oo} be the co-limit set
of u0 e E associated to the periodic problem (*); it is nonempty and compact if the
solution u with initial value u(-,0) = u0 is bounded in L°°. For non-negative solutions
of (*), co(uo) c Erot by Theorem 2.1. The assertion of Theorem 3.1 is that for non-
negative solutions CO(M0) = {<?} for some q. Then q is necessarily a fixed point of S,
and hence also of Srot. In order to prove that co(u0) is a singleton, we study the
dynamics of (*rot)- We use results on the evolution of the zero number along global
solutions v of linear homogeneous equations of the form
J V - 1
dtv-vrr vr = c(r,t)v in(0,1) x (0, GO)
r
with smooth c. Observe that by (F2),the difference v = u — u of any two solutions
u, u of (*rot) satisfies such an equation.
For a solution v(r, t) of (*lin), let CM". 0) denote the number (possibly infinite) of
zeros of the function r\-*v(r, t) in the interval r e [0 ,1 ] . In the following prop-
osition, we collect some properties of £(u(-, t)) a n d their basic consequences for the
equation (*rot).
PROPOSITION 3.2. (A) Nonincreaseofthe zero number. Let u and ube global solutions
°/(*rot)> and set v — u — u. Then
(i) C(v{-,t))<coforallt>0;
(ii) £(«;(•, t)) is nonincreasing in t;-
(iii) if for some t = to>O, v(-, t0) has a zero of multiplicity higher than one in [0 ,1] ,
then C(v{', t)) drops strictly at t = t0.
(B) Convergence, (i) Ifu0eErot has a bounded semiorbit for t>0, the solution of
(*rot) converges as t->co to a T-periodic solution, i.e. co(u0) = {q} with STOt(q) = q.
(ii) Ifu0 has a relatively compact negative orbit in Erot, the a-limit-set a(w0) consists
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of a single fixed point of SIot. (Note that a negative orbit is uniquely defined by
backward uniqueness.)
(C) The linearised Poincare map. Let eeETOt be a fixed point of SIot. Then the
spectrum o(dSIot(e))\{0} consists of a sequence of simple real eigenvalues At >
X2> ... \ 0; the associated n-th eigenfunction cpn(r) has only simple zeros in [0, 1],
and t,{<pn) = n.
Proof. These results are extensions to (*rot) of well-known results on one-dimensional
problems without the singularity at r = 0. In the present case, (A) is an immediate
consequence of the results in [1, Sections 3,4]. Assertions (B) and (C) follow from
(A) just as in the case of nonsingular equations. See [4, 7] for (B)(i) and [6, Section 2]
for the proof of (C). Property (B)(ii) does not seem to have been stated in the existing
literature (its proof will be contained in a forthcoming paper of the second author
and X.-Y. Chen). Under the assumption (P), however, (B)(ii) is a consequence of the
fact (proved for nonsingular equations in [6, Lemma 4.6]) that the set of nonwander-
ing points of Frot consists of fixed points. In particular, any a-limit set must consist
of fixed points, hence must be a continuum of fixed points. Condition (P) then
implies that it is a single point. •
REMARK 3.3. In this section the only reason for the assumption that / is C°°, is that
we need c in (*un) to be smooth in order to be able to apply the results of [1,
Sections 3,4]. Most probably, this regularity assumption can be significantly relaxed.
We now turn to the next proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us write K — CQ(U0) in the sequel; we know that K <= £rot
is compact, and that (by backward uniqueness)
is a homeomorphism. By Proposition 3.2(B), K can only consist of fixed points of
Srot and of connecting heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits. Since K is compact, by
(P) there are only finitely many fixed points in K. We show in two steps that K does
not contain cycles (including homoclinic orbits)
Here ej(0^j^p) are pairwise distinct fixed points and the notation
means that there is an entire orbit (h"(y))neZ in K\{eJt ej+1} with h~"(y)->ej,
h"(y)->ej+1 as n-> oo. In the third step we then show the existence of a stable fixed
point e of h, which then implies that K = {e}. •
Step (i). We have
CLAIM 3.4. K does not contain any cycle e0'—•e1s~v+ . . . '—*ep^~~*e0, p ^ 1.
This follows from the following two lemmas:
LEMMA 3.5. Let eo,el be fixed points of STOt,e0¥ie1. Then e0 — et e (^([0, 1]) has
only simple zeros in [0 ,1 ] .
Proof. Proposition 3.2(A) and the periodicity of u(r, t; e0) — u(r, t; et) in t immediately
imply the claim. (Here, u(-,-;u0) denotes the solution of (*rot) having value u0 at
t = 0.) •
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LEMMA 3.6. Let eo,ex,e2 be distinct fixed points of STOt, with connecting orbits
eo
>
~~*el^~^*e2. Then
C(e2-ei)£C(ei-e0). (3.1)
If equality holds in (3.1), then at r = 0,
(e2(0)-e1(0))(e1(0)-e0(0))>0.
Proof. There exist solutions u°(r, t) and u1^, t) of (*rot) on [0,1] x R associated with
the connecting orbits, i.e. solutions with
u\-,nT)-*ei (n->-oo) .
i{T) (n->co)
(i = 0,1). Let v(r, £>=w1^ t) - u°(r, i). By Lemma 3.5 and convergence in C^CO, 1]),
e0) fort=-nT«l,
e1) for t = nT» 1.
Since £(v(-, t)) is nonincreasing in t, we get (3.1). If there is equality in (3.1), v(-, t)
has only simple zeros in [0,1] by Proposition 3.2(A). Since vr(0, t) = 0 for all t, it
follows that v(0, t) # 0 for all t. We infer by the convergence of v as t -» + oo that
(e2(0)-e1(0))(e1(0)-e o(0))^0. (3.2)
Equality in (3.2) is not possible by the boundary condition at r = 0 and
Lemma 3.5. •
It is now readily seen that Claim 3.4 holds, since for a cycle (with p}± 1) the
numbers t(ej+1 — ej) would all be equal for Of^jf^p by (3.1), while the strict
inequalities
(eJ+2(0) - eJ+1{0))(eJ+l(0) ~ ej(O)) > 0
for 0 ^ j ^ p — 1 would contradict that ep+1 = e0.
Step (ii). We have
CLAIM 3.7. K does not contain a homoclinic orbit e^^*e.
Proof. Assume there is a homoclinic oribit (un)n BZ'mK with un -* e (n -> ± oo). There
exists the associated solution «(-, f) of (*rot) on t e R, with u(\ nT) = un{n e Z). Let
;;(-,t) !=w(-,£+:r)-u(-,0, and set !),.= !)(-,nT) = « B + 1 -« n . Note that j| vw || —• 0 as
n-»- oo (norm in £rot). We have
vn+i = un+2 - un-r = Srot(wn+1) - Srot(nJ = dSmX(e)vn + £{n), (3.3)
where £(n) = Jj [rf5rot(wn + s r j - rfSrot(e)]t;n rfs satisfies
hm •—- = 0 in£ r o t . 3.4)
«-±« | |uj |
Iteration equations of the form (3.3), (3,4) are treated extensively in [6, Appendix B];
cf. also [12]. It is shown in [6, Corollary B.3 and Theorem B.9] that there exist
X±,= lim Kll1'"
n-*- +oo
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and that these numbers are eigenvalues of dSrot(e) provided they are positive. It is
obvious that k~ > 0, even k~ ^ 1, since vn->0 as n-> — oo. To show that X+ > 0, one
can use the arguments of [6, proof of Theorem 3.1] where a similar property is
shown for equations without singularity. We remark that the Lax theorem used in
[6] applies in our case since the eigenvalues nn of the singular Sturm-Liouville
problem
AT —1
-vrr- vr = fiv in (0,1),
!>,(<)) = »(l) = 0,
satisfy nn+1 — ^n-> oo (n-> oo) (cf. [23]). Moreover, it is proved in [6] that the limits
+
 r
 Vn
<p---= hm - — -
exist and are eigenfunctions: dSrot(e)^± = A*??*. Using this and the inequalities
A+ ^ 1 ^ X~ (which hold because ||yn|| -»0 as n-> ±oo), we obtain, by Proposition
3.2(C), that C(<P~)f^£(<P+)- Since y* have only simple zeros in [0 ,1] , convergence
in Cx([0,1]) gives
for large (positive) n. On the other hand ((v(-, t)) is nonincreasing in t. It follows
that £(«(•, t)) is constant in t e R, and hence v(-,t) has only simple zeros in r e [0, 1].
Thus r(0, t) is either negative or positive for all t eM., which implies that («„(()))„
 e Z
is a strictly monotone sequence. We infer that (»„)„<=
 z cannot be a homoclinic
orbit. •
Step (iii). It remains to show
CLAIM 3.8. K consists of just one element.
Proof. We first aim to find an asymptotically stable fixed point of h. Let e e K b e a
fixed point of the homeomorphism h:K->K. We associate to e the stable set
Ws(e)~ {y e K:h"(y)^e as u->oo} and the unstable set Wu(e)—{yeK:h~n(y)^>e
as n-> oo}. Using the facts that there are only finitely many fixed points in K, that
we have convergence of orbits by Proposition 3.2(B), and that we have ruled out
cycles and homoclinic orbits, it is readily seen that at least one fixed point, say e,
has trivial unstable set W"(e) = {e}. We are going to apply [20, Lemma 2.9] to the
homeomorphism h in the compact metric space K and the set P— {e}. For that we
need to find a neighbourhood Q of e in K such that
A.= 0 h"(Q)={e}.
This property holds if Q is a compact neighbourhood of e in K, not containing any
other fixed point of h. Indeed, note that A <= Q is negatively invariant under h, and
assume there exists zeA, z # e . Then the negative semiorbit (h~"{z))nEH in A con-
verges, by Proposition 3.2(B), to a fixed point of h in Q, thus to e. This means that
z e W(e), a contradiction.
Now [20, Lemma 2.9] implies the existence of a compact neighbourhood °U of e
in K, contained in Q, which is mapped into its interior by h. We may write °U —
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VnK, where V is a closed neighbourhood of e in the whole space E, with int
int (V)nK. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that K = co(uo) # {£}. We find a
sequence nk^k, /ceN such that unk—S""(u0)eint(V) but unk+l$V. Existence of
such nk follows from the fact that K = (o(u0) is not contained in Vr\K = *% a Q (for
otherwise, since QcK contains neither a cycle nor a fixed point different from e,
Proposition 3.2(B) would imply K = {e}, a contradiction). Thus, for a subsequence,
unk->yeVnK = % while unk+1->z = S(y) = h(y) <£int (V). Since V=>% we found a
point y e % which is not mapped into int (<%) by /i, a contradiction to the denning
property of %.
Thus <y(u0) = {e}, which proves Theorem 3.1. •
4. Sufficient conditions for convergence
We use the notation of the previous section. We first give two conditions under
which the set
Fix+ (S)== {u0 eE:u(-, t; u0) ^ 0 and u(-, t + T; u0) = u(-, t; u0) for t ^ 0}
is discrete. We know by Corollary 2.9 that Fix+ (S) c Fix (Srot), the set of fixed points
of STOt. First we discuss discreteness of Fix (Srot).
In view of the results on generic hyperbolicity in the autonomous case [3] , one
tends to believe that, generically with respect to f(u, t) in an appropriate space, all
fixed points of Srot are hyperbolic, hence isolated. However, for nonautonomous
periodic equations, such a result is not available even in one space dimension, and
does not seem to be an easy one. On the other hand, it can be proved without major
difficulties that discreteness of Fix (Srot) is a generic property of f(u, t). (We are not
going to prove this here. But the proof uses the simplicity of eigenvalues of the
linearisation of (*rot) and arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 4.1 below.)
We now consider the case of analytic / . Our sufficient conditions for property (P)
to hold are based on the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.1. Let f be analytic, and assume e0 is a fixed point ofSIot which is not isolated.
Then e0 lies on a curve y of fixed points, and the value o/e0(0) is in the interior of the
interval (e(0):e ey}.
Proof. Consider the analytic operator z\->z — STOt(z) on £ro t . As a compact pertur-
bation of the identity, it is a Fredholm operator of index 0. Since e0 is not isolated,
by the inverse function theorem the linearisation / — dSIot(e) has a nontrivial kernel.
By Proposition 3.2(C), the kernel is spanned by an eigenfunction v having only
simple zeros in [0 ,1 ] . We now apply the standard Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction
[8] to obtain that there exists a neighbourhood U of e0 in EIot, an e0 > 0, and
analytic functions £:(—e0, £0)-»£rot, respectively f/:(— e0, £0)->[R, such that
{zsm:z-Srot(z) = 0} = {sv + Z(s):se(-e0,£0), n(s) = 0},
with £(0) = e0, <f(0) = 0. Since s = 0 is not an isolated zero of the analytic function r\
(because £(0) = e0 is not an isolated fixed point), we have n = 0. We infer that the
fixed point set in % is given by the analytic curve y — {sv + <^ (s): s e (—e0, s0)}.
We now look at the values of the solutions at r = 0, m(s)—sv(0) + £(s)(0). Since
m'(0) = v(0) # 0 (since v has only simple zeros), the second claim also follows. •
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We list now two cases in which property (P) holds. Let XD > 0 denote the principal
eigenvalue of — A on Q = B(0), subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f(u, t) be analytic, T-periodic in t, and satisfy
(F3) there exist smooth T-periodic functions m(t), n(t) and constants c'2iO'2:d such
that d + n(t)u^f(u, t) gj c + m(t)ufor all u and t.
Assume
j J m(t)dt<kD (4.1)
and the same inequality with m replaced by n. Then property (P) holds.
Proof. We first claim that the set of T-periodic solutions of (*) is L^-bounded on
QT.= Cl x [0, T ] . Indeed, hypothesis (4.1) implies that the principal eigenvalue /*0(m)
of the periodic-parabolic eigenvalue problem
3,<p — A<p — m(t)<p = no(m)<p in Q x R,
<p = 0 on dQ. x R,
g> is T-periodic in t,
which can be easily calculated as (xD(m) = X0 — ( 1 /T) JQ m(t)dt, is positive [14,
Lemma 15.3]. Let u be T-periodic and satisfy (*):
3,u — Au = f(u, t)^c + m(t)u,
and let x\i» 0 be the unique T-periodic solution of
jd,x]/-Ail/-m(t)xl/ = c in Q x R,
(cf. [14, Theorem 16.6]). For any 3 > 1, dxj/ — u is a periodic function satisfying
3,(5x1/ - u) - A((5iA - w) - m(t)(S\j/ -u)^(5-
hence 5\ji — u » 0 (cf. [14, Remark 16.7]). It follows that u^xj/.In an analogous way
one finds a bound from below. This proves the L^-boundedness.
We next prove that ^~F ix (S r o t ) is discrete, in particular, (P) holds. From the
claim just proved, it follows that 'S is relatively compact in £rot . Assume 'S is not
discrete. Then the subset J f of IS consisting of all nonisolated fixed points is nonempty
and compact in ETOt. Let n — max{e(0):ee #?}. Then n = eo(O) for some eoeJf ,
contradicting the second assertion of Lemma 4.1. •
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f(u, t) be analytic and T-periodic in t. Assume
(F4) /(0,-)^0ftut/(0,-)#0.
Then property (P) holds.
Proof. First note that, by (F4) and the maximum principle, any non-negative initial
condition gives rise to a non-negative solution of (*). Let F be the set of nonisolated
non-negative fixed points of S (hence of Srot). Assume, for contradiction, that the set
J5" (of nonisolated fixed points) defined above is nonempty, and let ex e fF. Let the
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constant M be such that ^ (0) < M, and define
Since, by Corollary 2.9, e(0) = max e for any e e J^, i*M is bounded in L^, hence
compact in £ro t . Of course i* M ^ 0> s m c e e i e ^ M - Let n--=min{e(0):e e !FM}. There
exists e0 e J*M such that eo(0) = n. By (F4), 0 is a strict subsolution for the periodic
Dirichlet problem for dtu — Au = f(u, t). It follows by the maximum principle that
the periodic solution u associated to the initial value «(•, 0) = e0 satisfies u(x, t)>0
for xeQ, dvu(x, t) < 0 for x e dQ, for all t. Thus also the nearby periodic solutions
to initial conditions on the curve y (given by Lemma 4.1) are positive. This contradicts
the choice of e0. D
By Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.3, non-negative bounded solutions of (*)
converge to aperiodic solutions provided the analytic nonlinearity / satisfies (F4).
This may now be strengthened to the next theorem:
THEOREM 3.1'. Let f(u, t) be analytic and T-periodic in t, and assume
(F4')/(0,-)^0.
Then all bounded non-negative solutions o/(*) converge (in E) to T-periodic solutions
of(*\
Proof. We only have to consider the case where / (0 , •) = 0. Clearly u = 0 is then the
periodic solution of (*). If we assume the existence of nonisolated positive periodic
solutions for which the curve y (given by Lemma 4.1) does not contain 0, we reach
a contradiction as in the proof of Proposition 4.3 (considering in !FU only elements
on that curve). Hence there can only be nonisolated fixed points of STOt on a curve
y0 through 0. Since nontrivial non-negative periodic solutions are indeed positive by
(F4'), we infer that at e0 = 0 the vector v giving the tangent direction of the curve y0
(i.e. giving rise to a periodic eigenfunction of the problem linearised at 0) is non-
negative, hence lies in the interior of the positive cone of EIot by the properties of
the principal eigenfunctions. By the maximum principle and a continuity argument,
this remains true for all non-negative elements on the curve y0. We infer that the
positive part of y0 is totally ordered. It is moreover unbounded above (in L°°), since
we could otherwise reach a contradiction as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Clearly
all elements on the positive part of y0 are order-stable, hence stable by [14,
Lemma 4.3]. Moreover, there is no other (i.e. isolated) non-negative fixed point.
Indeed, such an element e would lie in the interior of the positive cone of ETOt.
Choose the member of y0 which touches e from below. This contradicts the fact that
Srot is strongly order-preserving: e = STOt(e)« Srot(e) = e (in the sense of the order
cone in EIot). Thus all non-negative fixed points of S are stable. Convergence of all
non-negative orbits follows now by [14, Theorem 3.3]. •
We remark that this proof is strongly related to that of [14, Proposition 25.1] on
equations of Fisher's type.
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